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Abstract
Selecting high quality web services based upon QoS(Quality of Service) is a significant task in service-oriented
computing environments. In this paper, according a real Quality of Web Service data sets:QWS Dataset (1.0),
we developed a Weighted Grey Relational Analysis Model(WGRAM) for web service selection based on QoS,
and combined with Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP) and Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) to prioritize the
relative importance of the QoS of web services. The comprehensive evaluation model (WGRAM) fully
considered the influence of many factors given by experts, incorporating the qualitative analysis of the index of
various factors and the quantization for scientific decision-making, it can provide weighted grey relational
degree for each Web Services with the same functions(operations), and the grey relational sequence which can
guide the optimal service selection from multiple functions similar service. The model possessed the
characteristic of simple calculating process, and the result was reliable, It’s a reliable and effective method of
web service quality factor assessment and a significant attempt for web services selection.
Index Terms: Analytic Hierarchy Process; Grey Theory; Grey Relational Analysis; Web Service; Quality of
Service
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1. Introduction
Web Service based on Service-Oriented Architecture is a new and important distributed computing
technology in grid service environments[1,2], which has become a calculation model to create interoperable
distributed application. With the development of Web Service technology and the comprehensive application,
there are plentiful Web Services in Web[3-5], Web Services selection barely based on the functional
requirements is unable to provide expecting service to user.Quality of Service(QoS) of Web Services plays an
important role, especially in web services composition, how to select the same functions (the same operations)
with the different QoS service components is very important, because after combining these services
components from thousands of single function services and characteristics of the combination of different QoS
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service, the combinational services number will have an exponential growth trend. At present, the existing web
services selection is divided into two kinds: one is based on the function of web services selection, another is
based on QoS of Web services choice, In this paper, we will merely focus on Web services selection research
based on QoS.
How to select the same function services is a task worthy to research. Relevant web service attributes(QoS)
can be found in the literature references[6-8]. This paper will utilize Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP) and Grey
Relational Analysis(GRA) theory to comprehensive evaluate the factors of the quality of web service, through
establishing multi-layer evaluation index system, determines the index weight, combined with grey relation
theory to evaluate all factors indexes of the quality of web service to avoid the index weight setting arbitrary of
GRA, this is a reliable and effective method of web service quality factor assessment.
2. Analytic Hierarchy Process & Grey Relational Analysis
2.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), based on mathematics and psychology, is a structured technique for
dealing with complex decisions, which was developed by Thomas L. Saaty(1980) and has been extensively
studied and refined since then[9]. It provides a comprehensive, rational, powerful and flexible multi-criteria
decision making framework for structuring a decision problem where both qualitative and quantitative aspects
need to be considered. It is used around the world in a wide variety of decision situations, such as government,
business, industry, healthcare, and education.
The major steps in using the AHP can be summarized as following:
(1).Analysis decision system various factors relationship, establish recursive class times structure
(2).Establish pairwise judgment matrix
(3).Make levels single sequence and consistency check
(4).Make hierarchy total sequence and consistency check
2.2. Grey Relational Analysis(GRA)
An abstract system usually contains various factors, which factors are the primary, which are the secondary,
which are the potential, which is the obvious, which needs to be developed, what can be restrained, what great
influence, which affect small, these questions are the core content of factors analysis. At present, the basic
system of factor analysis method is mainly based on the statistical methods, These methods focus on linear, less
factor analysis, and can’t solve multiple factors, nonlinear system, and the grey relational analysis just to solve
the theoretical conundrum.
The grey relational analysis theory is the most mature, the most widely used, and the most dynamic
component of grey system theory, which ,in fact, might be reckoned as a contrasting way,in wholeness, equipped
with reference for contrasting. It provides a simple cheme to analyze the series relationships or the system
behavior,even if the given information is few. It has quantitative analysis and sequence analysis characteristic,
also it can make the main factors and secondary factors from the random and unorder sequence, can analysis and
determine the degree of the influence factors against the target factors or contributing factor. Its essence is the
quantitative comparison analysis of influence factors in the system’s dynamic development trend[10,11].
Usually,grey relational analysis method is a multi-objective evaluation system method, it is a powerful tool for
studying interrelated things. But the weight of grey relational analysis is equal,regardless factors difference. In
this paper, we consider the influence factors of web service with different weighted based upon AHP, propose a
weighted grey relational analysis model to guide the web services selection based upon QoS.
3. weighted grey relational analysis model(WGRAM)
Procedure of weighted grey relational analysis is as following:
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(1) Collect raw data series, develop the AHP decision model(contains three portions: the decision goal, the
alternatives, and the criteria for evaluating the alternatives.).This is a hierarchy of factors impacting the final
decision. Fig.1 represents the hierarchy relevant for evaluating the web service based on QoS.

Figure 1. Decision hierarchy to assess web service based on QoS
(2). According to certain scale theory, make pairwise comparisons among these elements, obtain judgment
matrix A=(aij)n*n, where n means numbers of factors.
(3). Evaluate a set of priorities for each level of the AHP decision model. calculating the maximum eigenvalue
of judgement matrix, its corresponding eigenvectors and its characteristic root. These steps showed as following:
•Using formula 1 to calculate sum of each row in judgement matrix A.

•using formula 2 to calculate M’s square roots
•Normalized M’s square roots by using formula 3, then get calculation results-weighted vector.

(4). Check the consistency of the judgments matrix, obtains each hierarchy elements on above some elements
weight sequence, and to establish the weight vectors.Consistency check can be produced by Using formulas 4
and 5.

where CI means consistency index,max means maximum eigenvalue of judgment matrix A, n means
judgment matrix number. When random consistency ratio: R=CI/RI<0.10, we consider judgment matrix A with
consistency requirements, A is namely for the end eigenvector, otherwise you should need to adjust the judgment
matrix, and make it have satisfactory consistency. RI can be obtained from Table 1.
Table 1 Random Consistency Index( RI

(5). Determines the factors index weight wi.
(6) Make grey grey relational analysis.determine the mother factor X0, which is evaluated as following:
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(6)
determine Sub-factors Xi, which is evaluated as follow:
(7)
(7) Determine the spaces of factors @GRF, which is evaluated as following:
(8)
(8) Determine the △GR, which means the difference information space in GRA. It can be evaluated as
following:
(9)
(9) Compute grey relational coefficient
, which can be predicated on △GR by means of the
neighborhood nature and normal interval nature, the algorithm on grey relational coefficient is evaluated as
following:
(10)

(10) Compute grey relational grade
, sequence, and weight. By focusing the
utter points the algorithm on grey relational grade is evaluated as following:

at

(11)
.
4. The Application of weighted Grey Relational Analysis on the Factors of QoS of Web Service
4. 1 Collect and Establish AHP Factors index set of QoS of Web Service
We collected real quality of web service data sets QWS Dataset (1.0)[12], which provided by EyhabAI-Masri
professor. They have randomly collected 365 Web services from their service repository using Web Service
Crawler Engine (WSCE), updated on November,27,2007. This dataset represents 365 real Web services that
exist on the Web. The majority of Web services were obtained from public sources on the Web including
Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) registries, search engines, and service portals[13,14].
The public dataset consists of 365 Web services each with a set of nine Quality of Web Service (QWS) attributes
(We called QWS parameter factors in this paper)that they have measured using commercial benchmark tools.
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Each service was tested over a ten-minute period for three consecutive days.Each row in the dataset corresponds
to an existing Web service implementation available on the public.
QWS(1.0) parameter factors include: ①Response Time(ab. RS, written as X1): Time taken to send a request
and receive a response; ② Availability(ab. AB, written as X2): Number of successful invocations/total
invocations; ③Throughput(ab. TP,written as X3): Total Number of invocations for a given period of time; ④
Successability(ab. SU, written as X4): Number of response/number of request messages; ⑤Reliability(ab. RE,
written as X5): Ratio of the number of error messages to total messages; ⑥Compliance(ab. CO, written as X6):
The extent to which a WSDL document follows WSDL specification; ⑦Best Practices(ab. BP, written as X7):
The extent to which a Web service follows WS-I Basic Profile; ⑧Latency(ab. LA, written as X8): Time taken
for the server to process a given request; ⑨Documentation(ab. DO, written as X9): Measure of documentation
(i.e. description tags) in WSDL. We selected the first web service as a sample, randomly generated ten the same
service based upon QoS, which showed on table2.
Table 2 web services with different QoS based on the first service of QWS

4. 2 The Procedure of Weighted Grey Relational Analysis
The polarities of factors in table1 are:X1,X8,∈Pol(min), X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X9∈Pol(max). Pol(max)
means stands for the maximum polarity,which implying that, the more large the samples size, more close to goal,
such as Availability, Throughput, Successability,etc. Pol(min) means stands for the minimum polarity,which
implying that, the more small the samples size, more close to goal, such as ResponseTime, Latency.
In order to provide uniformly effect samples for grey relational analysis, and lay the values in the unit interval
(0,1] we should unify the polarities of factors,we thus have algorithms on these factors shown as follow:

Thus the procedure of weighted grey relational analysis is going as follow:
(1) Process raw data set, develop the AHP decision model showed as Fig.2.
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Figure 2. Decision hierarchy to assess web service based on QoS
(2) Make pairwise comparisons among the factors(x1,x2,……,x9), obtain judgment matrix A=(aij)9*9
Table 3 Judgment matrix A

(3) calculating the maximum eigenvalue of judgement matrix, its corresponding eigenvectors and check the
consistency of the judgments matrix, obtains factors weight sequence, and to establish the weight
vectors.Consistency check can be produced by Using formulas 4 and 5.
After
calculation,
we
obtained
factors’
weight
vectors:wi=( 0.1016,0.1542,0.0588,0.0917,0.1446,0.1083,0.1428,0.1063,0.0917). The maximum eigenvalue of
judgment matrix A is 9.831, CI=0.104, RI=1.45, CR=0.072<0.1, we consider judgment matrix A with
consistency requirements.
(4) determine the mother factor X0, which is evaluated as:

Because all the values is in the unit interval (0,1], We set X0=(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1),which means value 1 is the
best for our QoS. The Sub-factors Xi, which is evaluated as follow:

(5) Determine the spaces of factors @GRF, which is evaluated as following:

where i∈{0,…,9}, k∈{1,…,10}.
(6) Determine the △GR, which is evaluated as follow:
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where i∈{1,…,9}, k∈{1,…,10}.
(7) Compute grey relational coefficient

, which is evaluated as follows:

where x(min)=0.0023, x(max)=1.0136,
.
(8) compute grey relational grade(GRG) of web service. the algorithm on grey relational grade is evaluated as
follow:

where i∈{1,…,9}, k∈{1,…,10}.
then, we can get the final result shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Algorithm on Factors of Quality of Service

5. Result Analysis
5. 1 The AHP of QoS of Web Service
We developed the AHP decision model, which included the decision goal-Access web service based upon
QoS, the alternatives-WS1-WS10, and the criteria- Response Time; availability; Throughput; Successability;
Reliability; Compliance; Best Practices; Latency;Documentation, aimed for evaluating the alternatives.
Then we made the judgement matrix A of the facotors of web services based on QoS, calculated the maximum
eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvectors and check the consistency of the judgments matrix, obtained
factors weight , and established the weight vectors: wi=( 0.1016, 0.1542, 0.0588, 0.0917, 0.1446, 0.1083, 0.1428,
0.1063, 0.0917). The maximum eigenvalue of judgment matrix A is 9.831, CI=0.104, RI=1.45, CR=0.072<0.1.
5. 2 Weighted Grey Relational Analysis Grade(WGRAG) & Grey Relational Sequence(GRS)
Contrapose the grey relational analysis with the equal weights of each factors, we developd a weighted grey
relational analysis model(WGRAM) combined with analytic hierarchy process(AHP) and grey relational
analysis(GRA) to prioritize the selection of web services based on QoS.Among the ten web services with the
same function and different QoS,we got the grey relational degree and the grey relational sequence from table 4.
These GRD:WS1=0.704, WS2=0.795, WS3=0.849, WS4=0.805, WS5=0.771, WS6=0.810, WS7=0.741,
WS8=0.720, WS9=0.698 and WS10=0.812. and the best sequence of web services selection is :WS3﹥WS10﹥
WS6﹥WS4﹥WS2﹥WS5﹥WS7﹥WS8﹥WS1﹥WS9.
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6. Conclusion
The study developed a weighted grey relational analysis model(WGRAM) for web service selection based on
QoS, the model combined with Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP) and Grey Relational Analysis(GRA) to
prioritize the selection of Web Sevice.The model can provide grey relational degree for each Web Services with
the same functions(operations), and the grey relational sequence which can guide the optimal service selection
from multiple functions similar service.
However, the WGRAM needs high-qualified judgment matrix of both the factors layer and the alternatives
layer. So, the future work on WGRAM is to improve the quality of the judgment matrix of the module.
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